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FOREWARD
It is always a special opportunity to

For these reasons and many more, the

editor Heidi Harms and graphic designer

come home and showcase to your

WAG is proud to present the exhibition

Jeff Redinger, who are to be commended

family and childhood friends the talents

Unlimited Possibilities, which features

for their fine work on the publication.

and successes you have realized as an

the work of these two important artists.

The efforts of these individuals, along

adult. This exhibition is just that for

The title, which allows for a multitude

with those of the entire staf of the

Woodstock-raised Joe Lima. Although

of interpretations, is also a reerence to

WAG, played a tremendous role in the

born in Portugal, Lima grew up in

our

the philosophical conversations the two

coming to fruition of

his extended

artists shared regarding the materiality

Special mention goes to Joe Lima for his

here. Since leaving

of our environment, the meaning and

thoughtful reminiscences of his time

to attend art school in Montreal, Lima

mysteries of life, and the practice of

with Walter Redinger and for all his

making art.

critical assistance with this project.

woodcuts and prints. This is the first

The Woodstock Art Gallery is pleased for

I would also like to recognize the support

his work has been exhibited at the

the opportunity to work with Joe Lima

of the City of Woodstock, the Ontario

Woodstock Art Gallery (WAG), as well as

and Walter Redinger's family, in particular

Arts Council and the Econo Lodge

being presented in concert with the work

his widow Marion Redinger and son

Woodstock. The assistance from these

of his mentor and friend, and prominent

Jeff Redinger, in the production of the

funders and organizations enables and

artist, the late Walter Redinger. Residing

exhibition and accompanying catalogue.

ensures that the WAG

in West Lorne, Redinger was a strong

I would like to acknowledge the work

present exhibitions such as

his

of WAG Director / Curator Mary Reid,

Possibilities to

lifetime donated work to the Gallery's

who silfully curated the exhibition and

our mission of providing opportunities

permanent collection. In 2008 the Gallery

contributed an essay to

this publication.

for people to express, experience, and

his last major solo
exhibitions, titled The Garden Party.

The success of this installation was made

This ambitious exhibition is still fondly

Grosland, WAG's Head of Collections. I

remembered by many in Woodstock.

Carol McWilliam, Acting Chair

would also like to recognize the efforts of

Woodstock Art Gallery Advisory Board

friendly city and much of
family still resides

has gone on to receive national
international acclaim for
time

and

this exhibition.

his largescale

supporter of the WAG and during

mounted one of

our

can

continue to

Unlimited

audiences and fulfil

learn creatively through art.

possible due to the hard work of Roberta

Thot mon is on intelligent creature... This single attribute of human existence not only
elevates mon in the scale of being, constitutes him copoble of unlimited improvement, and
of communicating ii to others, but at the same lime, os to discharge of his duties, grants
him the privilege to increase . . . his usefulness to the society with which he is connected.
– S.E. Parker,

in Logic; Or the Art of Reasoning Simplified: With Exercises on a Variety of Interesting

Topics, to Guide and Develop the Reasoning Powers of the Youthful Inquirer After Truth

( 1837) i

MEANINGFUL CONVERSATIONS
ABOUT UNLIMITED POSSIB ILITIES
More than just idle chitchat about the

was a significant honour. However,

limitations. In fact, it is in exploiting and

weather or recent sports scores, spoken

Lima's perception of the lifestyle of an

challenging the perceived boundaries

interaction that discusses, or sometimes

internationally recognized artist and

- for example, with Lima, the size of

even argues, important and rich topics

the reality were, fortunately for Lima,

a woodcut, or for Redinger the shape

leaving a lasting impression is what

two very different situations. W hat

of a fibreglass sculpture - that each

characterizes meaningful conversations.

started as a teacher-apprentice exchange

achieves impressive, masterful works.

Couple this type of communication with

developed into a meeting of peers that

This exhibition is not intended to

two artists in a studio environment and

was sustained over three decades by a

provide a comprehensive overview of

the resulting exchange is invariably

mutual respect and the serious intensity

each artist's body of work, as much of

dynamic, challenging and fruitful for

with which each artist approached his

it has been left out. However, the works

each. lhis is what anchored Joe Lima's

own creative practice.

that

and Walter Redinger's close relationship
as artists and friends.

are

presented act as a means to

trace the conversations that developed
This exhibition marks the first time

into intense debates regarding the

that Lima's and Redinger's work

unlimited possibilities of artmaking,

The two met when Lima was in his early

has been presented together in a

the potential of materials and the

twenties and studying art at Fanshawe

dedicated fashion. The title, Unlimited

deeper considerations of meaning in life

College in London, Ontario. Through

Possibilities, is a nod not only to the

that each artist is trying to communicate

a personal connection of his instructor,

extensive conversations that these two

through his individual practice.

Lima was paired with Redinger. In 1972,

artists shared, but also to the approach

a decade prior to their first meeting,

of each to the pure materiality of their

The work of both Redinger and Lima

Redinger had represented Canada at the

work. Both Lima and Redinger share the

presents the opportunity to gain

Venice Biennale. Because of Redinger's

ability to magically transform material,

substantial knowledge from looking

success, for Lima this mentorship

and neither is deterred by physical

at it and considering the ideas and

theories behind its execution. Their

consumes the ground below with a

some form of cosmic constellation, star

can help us think through

complex pattern of lines, waves and

or sun association.iii

difficult philosophical ideas and they

points. Imagining an ant's eye viewpoint

of outer-worldly matter is also present

have the potential to reveal important

looking

in

truths about the universal systems

Landscape, it wouldn't be surprising

references

of

to encounter a ceiling scene similar to

of the sun. However, it is with the

Lima's depiction.

exploration of the void that Lima's

works

renewal

and

rebirth.

Although

the artists are not bodily present in

up

from underneath

Zebra

the gallery space, the sheer physical

Dark Prominences, which
the

gaseous

atmosphere

and Redinger's work finds the most

presence of their work instigates a form

As

of silent communication; another type

can confine and encroach upon one's

of meaningful conversation.

physical surroundings, equal attention

each artist explores

how

space

is given to investigating the void.

significant synergy.

Ceiling 2 (2015) and the
monumental Hole of the Moon (2015),

In Lima's

a dark centre mass dominates each

undefined, has preoccupied both Lima

In
discussing his Maps of the Cosmos
(2006) series, Redinger writes, "We

and Redinger throughout their careers.

begin looking out and into the void,

source and vacuum of light,

Lima's recent large-scale woodcuts, such

and searching for possibilities there.

presents the same unsettling properties

as

Ceiling 1 (2015) and Dark Prominences
(2015), possess the same push-pull

We look for answers."ii Each work on

as

paper originated as large

8 x 8-foot

Cosmos. Concentrated looking becomes

effect as does Redinger 's sculptural

drawing which was then photographed

overwhelmed by the sheer patterning

Zebra Landscape (1977) and
Maps of the Cosmos (2006), works on
paper. With Ceiling 1 Lima confuses

and printed into a suite of 30 x

30-

and ornateness of the surrounding

inch prints. The end product results in

depicted space. Questions of what

densely

lies beneath the surface

and shifts the gaze from up/ down

reminiscent of what can be viewed

undertones of fear and emptiness. Life
is ful; ful of questions and unknowns.

heightens the desire to make sense of

cells, sperm
and membranes swim about in a viscous

Light reveals as much as dark conceals.

the intricately woven pattern, the deep

web of fibrous tendrils, hinting at the

In the work of both artists, ideas

segments of black and the white void

beginnings of life. Yet Redinger flips

of space shift dramatically along a

beyond. The tent-like image harnesses

this association through the individual

pendulum between microscopic and

space

titling of these

macroscopic. Space becomes the

The concept of space, confined and

installation

to

forward.

This direct connection

normally

experienced

from

above. This sensation is similarly found
in Redinger's

12

Lima's

This connotation

Zebra Landscape, which

detailed

biomorphic

images

through a microscopic. Here

pieces; respectively,

Eclipse, Triangle and Space, Dog and
Reflection and Dancer, which allude to

woodcut.

does

Oscillating

Reding e r ' s

between

a

this void

Maps of the

arise, causing

source

that holds truth and knowledge about
the beginnings of life and what follows

the state of death. References to the

Redinger's

Eclipse (2006). Their titles

Both have employed colour throughout

phenomena of cell division and black

aside, both works visually demonstrate

hole theory conflate in their pieces

the movement of information from

careers. Redinger's paintings from
the last ten years of his life possessed

in a similar fashion to that of a rich

one

source

an explosive palette, whereas Lima

discourse between peers.

and

diverging

to

another,

enriching

their

between

has exercised a more subtle and quiet
approach. This contrast is referenced in

Within this particular exhibition, the

debating and arguments, from frivolous

the two pieces mentioned above, and

obvious relationship between Redinger's

chat to serious discussions.

and Lima's work is that all the pieces

the nature of the relationship between

convergence, in Lima's and Redinger's

presented, with the exception of two, are

these two friends and artists; one

practices. It is with this comparison that

that

influence and overlap untangle, as each

conversations

black and white.

This was a purposeful

selection to provide a common playing

infused

in

can

their

the

same

move

way

This was

artmaking

both

individually and collectively.

similarities and differences between the

It needs to be noted that colour does

two artists. Within this controlled scope,

punctuate the Gallery with two works,

intersections are more

Redinger's
and

What is important is the concept to

an intentional placement, but it should

exchange,

one

embodied

not be assumed that colour is an

in Lima's

Lies like Flies (2013) and

unimportant element to each artist.

is

artist developed his own voice and style
possibilities inherent in artmaking.

Red Organic # 1 (1969-1997)
Lima's Day Moon (2013). This was

whereas dissimilarities are lessened.
that

than a

independently, exploring the unlimited

ground upon which to consider both the

pronounced,

it hints at a divergence, more

–Mary Reid

And you realize the biggest question might not have yet come
– Wolter Redingeriv

S. E. Parker, Logic; Or the Art of Reasoning Simplified: With Exercises on a Variety of Interesting Topics, to Guide and Develop the Reasoning Powers of the Youthful Inquirer
After Truth (Philadelphia: R. Davis, 1837), 10.
i

ii Walter Reding er, email correspondence to Maria Ricker, February 18, 2008, Woodstock Art Gallery Exhibition Files Archives, Garden Party.
iii There

are in fuct six works in the Maps of the Cosmos series. Only four appear in this exhibition. The other two works are Early Cross and Dog cmd Triangle.

ivW. Redinger,

"The Biggest Question, " Walter Redinger: Apparition (St. Thomas-Elgin Public Art Centre, 2007), 13.
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[above] The Constant Cluster (sequence), 2015, woodcut, 61 cm x 123 cm
[right] Ceiling 1, 2015, woodcut, plaster on board, 91.5 cm x 122 cm

[above] Dark Prominences, 2015, woodcut, 123 cm x 244 cm
[left] The Hole of the Moon, 2015, woodcut, 244 cm x 244 cm

[above] Day Moon, 2013, woodcut, plaster on board, 62 cm x 122 cm
[right] Ceiling 2, 2015, woodcut, 122 cm x 91.5 cm

Lies like flies, 2013, woodcut print, 62 cm x 122 cm

Unusual Modulation, 2015, woodcut, 123 cm x 244 cm

WALTER REDINGER

[above] Zebra Landscape (4 parts of 10-unit floor sculpture), 1977, mixed media, each unit up to, 147.3 cm x 94 cm x 53.3 cm
[right] Eclipse, 2006, archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2 cm x 76.2 cm (derived from a large, 8' x 8', original mixed media drawing)

Dancer,

2006, archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2 cm x 76.2 cm (derived from a large, 8' x 8', original mixed media drawing)

Triangle and Space, 2006, archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2 cm x 76.2 cm (derived from a large, 8' x 8', original mixed media drawing)

[above] Side Ccutlu, 2004, archival ink on paper, 20.3 cm x 30.5 cm

[left]

Dog and Reflection, 2006, archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2 cm x 76.2 cm (derived from a large, 8' x 8', original mixed media drawing)

Silver Moon, 2004, archival ink on paper, 20.3 cm x 30 5 cm
.

Organic Thought, 2004, archival ink on paper, 20.3

cm x

30.5 cm

Spermatogenesis #3 (wall relief sculpture), c.1968, cast fibreglass & urethane paint, 157.5 cm x 109.2 cm x 48.3 cm

Red Organic #1 (wall relief sculpture), c. 1969-1997, cast fibreglass & urethane paint, 182.9 cm x 116.8 cm x 48.3 cm

Untitled Wall #6 (wall relief sculpture), 1977, mixed media, 167.6 cm x 183.5 cm x 10.2 cm

Untitled Wall #2 (wall relief sculpture), 1977, mixed media, 185.4 cm x 183.5 cm x 30.5 cm

" ... We are dealing with something here that is the beauty of abstraction and the beauty of
individuality. Where one person might tend to philosophize, another might deal with perception....
– Wolter Redinger

A S CULPTOR IN HIS FIELD
The first time I met Walter Redinger

close they felt slightly threatening and

would be working on. We then moved

1983. I was in my second year

not all attractive in a conventional

to a larger area of the studio, where I

of Art School at Fanshawe College in

way. They were monumental in size

encountered massive plaster forms.

London, Ontario. My instructor, Jim

but at the same time had a real human

We spent the next few weeks polishing

Gillies, asked me if I would be interested

scale. But what impressed me was

the surfaces of these works, sanding

in helping an artist in his studio with

the uniqueness of the work. I had

for hours. While we worked, Walter

work that he needed to finish for an

never seen anything like it before,

talked about the cosmos, mass and

upcoming exhibition. This artist was

and the further I walked, the more

energy, and how only through work

Walter Redinger. Jim explained to me

intimate groupings, hidden from view,

can one achieve results. I had a hard

that Walter was an important sculptor

I encountered: all this work in such a

time understanding how a man who

in Canada and that he had exhibited

remote place. When Walter emerged

had achieved so much recognition for

internationally, including representing

from his studio, covered in plaster

his work and was one of Canada's

Canada at the Venice Biennale. Walter

dust, his first words to me were: Do

best contemporary sculptors would

lived in a farming community just

you know how to sand? and, Can you

also express his frustration that no one

outside of West Lorne, Ontario. I found

play guitar? I answered yes to both

seemed to understand the true meaning

it surprising that such an established

questions. This was the beginning of a

behind these strange organic forms.

artist could live and work far removed

journey that lasted

30 years, and this

He would describe at great length the

from a major art centre. When we drove

relationship would have a profound

business of art, and how difficult it

onto his property, I noticed a number

effect on my life and work.

was to make a living from your work.

was in

Coming from school, where everything

of large sculptural forms emerging
from the grass, totems that projected

When I entered his studio to start

is a bit more romantic, I was suddenly

to the sky, intimate groupings of black

to work, Walter made it clear that

awoken to

membranes scattered all over the lawn.

before you touch anything you must

business. When I started working with

I was truly impressed by the scale of

understand what you are seeing. There

Walter, he was pursuing a new phase

the work and also the strange surfaces,

was work everywhere, and I had a hard

in work and life. At times he would ask

almost flesh-like folds and bends. Up

time recognizing what exact pieces we

me what I thought of his work. He was

certain

realities of the

35

actually asking a student for advice.

year,

started

make the studio environment more

I was a little insecure in my response

working on another series of works.

automatic and free. As Walter often

and I don't clearly remember what

This period was much more relaxed

said, try not to complicate yourself

I said, but he listened and validated

than the previous year. It would also

with confusion; if you understand

my response. This exchange gave me

be the last time I would work with him

the natural phenomenon of existence

confidence to engage more with his

in his studio, for I decided to move

the true nature of your work will be

work and to get a clearer picture of

to Montreal to study at Concordia

achieved. When I worked with Walter,

his process. During that summer he

University.

In the mornings we would

he rarely used sketches or photos;

introduced me to many aspects of

walk on the beaches of Lake Erie on

when he started moulding his clay it

working in a studio: to really work,

old dirt roads around his property,

was very spontaneous and random;

not just think about what you might

discussing his next phase of work.

but in the end the forms seemed to

do, but actually get your hands dirty

During our walks he would collect

make sense. He would then formalize

and see something take shape. He had

various materials, particularly small

his ideas around the completed work.

energy beyond energy, it was nonstop

pieces of wood along the beach. I

All this work seemed to emerge from

work, his quest would never cease,

didn't know until much later that all

the endless well of the unknown.

only for a few breaks and conversations

this collecting would constitute the

with his family. Working beside

him

after

graduation.

We

material for his masterpiece

Ghost Ship

When I got the news that Walter had

taught me about this force of will that

(1996-2006). That was what impressed

Parkinson's

allows you to balance your struggles

me about Walter: he was constantly

whether this would slow his output.

with achievements, and that you must

aware of

his surroundings; consciously

But on the contrary, he began to work

let the structural form emerge from

or

a

at a faster pace. He would call me

outside your comfort zone. After my

great deal of his work. The forests, the

frequently about new projects and

first working experience with Walter

lake, endless fields – his work was a

ideas, he started to paint and draw,

I returned to my studies, but I had

reflection of it all. As he often said to

and he even started a blues band. We

changed, my attitude towards making

me, "Structure is a pure relationship

had a great deal of contact during

art had changed. I was more focused

with the forces that surround you."

this time, endless conversations on

and I questioned the art I was trying to

Many times in my career I have

the

make, but above all, I was determined

tried

forces

session he gave me that fuel to go to

to make art my career.

outside

understanding,

the studio and work. I visited Walter

allowing myself to absorb and then

when he was just finishing the work

reflect them in my work. It would

for his exhibition in Toronto at the

I returned to West Lorne the following

subconsciously

to

it

influenced

acknowledge
my

own

these

phone,

disease,

and

after

I

wondered

each

phone

Muaeum of Contempormy Canadian
Art (MOCCA). He invited me into
the studlo and I saw the Ghot;t Ship
completed. It wu a musive work. a
masterwork. Itmmbinedallthoseyears
of searching and mllecting, the answer
to all his struggles and uncertainties,
a true force of will. He shared with
me that the sculpture WU his best
and most personal work. It would be
Waller's last monumental piece, from
that point forward he concentrated cm

a particular ronversation or activity
trapped in the forms of these works.
Hen I was concerned about my own
ideas and deadlinm, but Wallft's time
had stopped. It wu a hamtting feeling
to re8.ect that my time too wil come
and this activity of eating wil stop,
all the work left in a studio revealing
moments of clarity and uncertainty. I
iealized at that moment, alone in these
rooms, how all of this had shaped who

I would be in the future and wondered
if it was all worth iL The limes we
shared in this place we.re always about
the jlJIJDle.f, not BO mwh the mnillB. My
relationship with Walter went beyond
the work. it was about a connection to
the complexities of existence and the
rewards we achieve and for just a few
mommtlJ of our lives getting it right.

painting and drawingrem

In the last few years of his life,
Walter was hospitalized. I visited
him a few times and we would
connect immediately; that spark in
our friendship never went a way.
After a visit I would alwaya go back
to his studio. I would look at all the
SnJ&hed and unSllished palnt!ngs
and imt.allationB and walk around his
property as I had hundreds of times
before, embering the first day I met
him and how that had. mpact me in
so many ways. This time every1hlrig
was still; all I muid see was fraginentB
of old work. and in remote comers of
this space I would see the piedes we
had worked on togetl:iei;. remembering

Walter Redinger (left) and Joe Lima (right), New Glasgow Beach, Lake Erie ON, circa 1980's

-Joe Lima

JO E
LIMA

Joe Lima is a painter, sculptor and
printmaker who was born in Azores,
Portugal in 1963. He works and lives in
Montreal and is represented by Galerie
Nicolas Robert. Lima studied visual
arts at Fanshawe College in London,
Ontario, and at Concordia University
in Montreal, where he received his
B.F.A. He has been exhibiting his work
since 1986. His first major exhibition
in Montreal was at La Galerie d' Art
Lavalin, which featured some of his
early sculptural work. Since then he
has exhibited his work in museums
and galleries across Canada, the
US and Europe. He has shown his
woodcut prints at the 8th Biennale of
Print at the Contemporary Museum
in Liege, Belgium, and at the 13th
Biennale at the Museum of Arentshuis
in Bruges, Belgium, where he won
first prize for The Inner Room (2011 ). In
2016 he is representing Canada at 8th
International Printmaking Biennale in
Douro, Portugal. Joe Lima's works can
be found in major collections in Quebec
and Europe, including the Bibliothèque
et Archives nationales du Québec;
Collection Prêt d'oeuvres d'art, Musée
du Québec; and Arquipélago - Centro
de Artes Contemporaneas in Portugal.

In the last several years Lima has
focused on producing large woodcut
blocks and prints. In his work there
is an attentiveness to the spaces we
occupy and to revealing a presence that
lurks within the realm of secrecy and
mystery. His images express what is
familiar but also what is hidden within
structures, landscapes and interior
spaces. After several months of research
and collecting, he forms a single image
which he draws on large wooden panels
and then meticulously carves.

WALTER
REDINGER

Walter Redinger, R.C.A .

(1940-2014),

Provincial Court House in London,

began his professional art training at

Ontario.

H.B. Beal Technical School in London,

accomplishments was being chosen to

Ontario, followed by a course of study

represent Canada at the

1972 Venice

Biennale.

Parkinson's

at the Ontario College of

Art (now

One

of

Living

Walter's

with

proudest

OCAD) in Toronto. He then went on to

and having survived cancer, Walter

attend the Meinsinger School of Art in

continued to work relentlessly. W hile

Detroit, Michigan. where he received the

contributing to his subject matter,

Drawing Award. Being active for more

these diseases only inspired him to

than 40 years, Redinger was best known

work harder and produce more art.

for his large, controversial, organically

In 1999 The Walter Band formed,

shaped fibreglass sculptures, fearless

playing a mixture of blues, country,

drawing and intense painting. Redinger

rock and experimental music. The band

began his

career with the legendary

art

consisted of two fathers and two sons:

dealer Avrom Isaacs, who presented

Walter Redinger (lead vocal/rhythm

numerous solo shows of Redinger's

guitar)

his son Jeff Redinger (bass

1963 to 1990. Throughout

guitar/backing vocal), Brodie Lodge

his career Redinger exhibited across

(lead guitar/backing vocal) and son

Canada and internationally, including

Durrie Lodge (drums/backing vocal).

in New York, Italy and France. His

Recently, Redinger's works have been

work can be found in the collections of

exhibited in New York City with the

many prestigious public institutions,

Mitchell Algus Art Gallery.

work from

including the

Art Gallery of Ontario,

the National Gallery of Canada and
Museum London. Ontario, as well
having

been purchased for

several

notable private collections. From
to

as

1970

1988, Redinger was awarded several

major public art commissions, including
from the National Parks Commission,
the Canadian Jewish Congress and the

LIST OF WORKS
JOE LIMA

WALTER REDINGER

The Hole of the Moon, 2015,

Eclipse, 2006,

woodcut, 244x244

archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2x76.2

Side Castles, 2004,

archival ink on paper, 20.3x30.5

Silver Moon, 2004,

archival ink on paper, 20.3 x30.5
Ceiling 1, 2015,

Triangle and Space, 2006,

woodcut, plaster on board, 91.5x122

archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2x76.2

Zebra Landscape

(4 parts of 10-unit floor sculpture),
Ceiling 2, 2015, woodcut, 122x91.5

Dog and Reflection, 2006,

archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2x76.2
Dark Prominences, 2015,

woodcut, 123x244

Dancer, 2006,

archival ink on paper, AP, 76.2x76.2
Unusual Modulation, 2015,

woodcut, 123x244

Untitled Wall #6

(wall relief sculpture), c. 1977,
The Constant CIuster (sequence), 2015,

mixed media, 167.6x183.5x10.2

woodcut, 61x123

1977, mixed media, each unit up to,
147.3x94x53.3

Spermatogenesis #3, c.1968,

cast fibreglass & urethane paint,
157.5x109.2x48.3

Red Organic #1, 1969 - 1997,

cast fibreglass & urethane paint,
182.9x116.8x48.3

Untitled Wall #2
Lies like Flies, 2013,

(wall relief sculpture), c. 1977,

woodcut pri nt, 62x 122

mixed media, 185.4x183.5 x30.5

Day Moon, 2013,

Organic Thought, 2004,

woodcut, plaster on board, 62x122

archival ink on paper, 20.3x30.5

Dimensions are in centimetres,
Height x Width x Depth.
Lima's images courtesy of
Galerie Nicolas Robert, Montreal.
Redinger's images courtesy of the Artist's Estate.
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day to keep the activities and operations
of the Gallery running smoothly and
efficiently. Their support and assistance
through the development of this project
is greatly appreciated. In addition,
the Woodstock Art Gallery Advisory
Board, in particular Carol McWilliam,
Acting Chair, and Brian Crockett, Past
Chair, provided their expert editing
skills in shaping the funding requests
for this project. I would also like to
acknowledge the efforts of Karen
Houston, Manager, Cultural Services
for the City of Woodstock, and my
predecessor, Patricia Deadman, for
initiating this significant exhibition.

Unfortunately, I never had the
opportunity to meet Walter Redinger,
but from my interactions with his
family and the WAG staff it is my
understanding that he was well
loved. My heartfelt thanks go to his
wife, Marion Redinger, for all her
patience, advice and help, as well
as to his son Jeff Redinger for the
beautiful work on this publication.
Jamie Fulmer, Redinger's son-in
law, Tyler Vandenberg, Redinger's
nephew and Jeff Redinger should
also be commended for the careful
restoration they undertook of several
of the pieces in the exhibition.
My curatorial practice is largely based
on collaboration, and this has certainly
been the case in working with Joe
Lima. Very much acting as a co-curator
in this project, Lima helped facilitate
the selection of Redinger's work
along with undertaking various other
project-related duties. It has been a true
pleasure to work so closely with Joe on

this project. Thank you, Joe, for your
insightful suggestions and sensitive
approach to the entire process. This
exhibition and publication would not
have come to fruition without your
much needed assistance and guidance.
To the audiences and supporters of the
Woodstock Art Gallery I would like to
extend my personal gratitude for the
opportunity to present this significant
exhibition highlighting the work of two
of Canada's most prominent artists.
Mary Reid, Director/Curator
Woodstock Art Gallery
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